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Abstract

Objectives Conventional perfusion-weighted MRI sequences often provide poor spatial or temporal resolution. We aimed to

overcome this problem in head and neck protocols using a golden-angle radial sparse parallel (GRASP) sequence.

Methods We prospectively included 58 patients for examination on a 3.0-TMRI using a study protocol. GRASP (A) was applied

to a volumetric interpolated breath-hold examination (VIBE) with 135 reconstructed pictures and high temporal (2.5 s) and

spatial resolution (0.94 × 0.94 × 3.00 mm). Additional sequences of matching temporal resolution (B: 2.5 s, 1.88 × 1.88 ×

3.00 mm), with a compromise between temporal and spatial resolution (C: 7.0 s, 1.30 × 1.30 × 3.00 mm) and with matching

spatial resolution (D: 145 s, 0.94 × 0.94 × 3.00mm), were subsequently without GRASP. Instant inline-image reconstructions (E)

provided one additional series of averaged contrast information throughout the entire acquisition duration of A. Overall diag-

nostic image quality, edge sharpness and contrast of soft tissues, vessels and lesions were subjectively rated using 5-point Likert

scales. Objective image quality was measured as contrast-to-noise ratio in D and E.

Results Overall, the anatomic and pathologic image quality was substantially better with the GRASP sequence for the temporally

(A/B/C, all p < 0.001) and spatially resolved comparisons (D/E, all p < 0.002 except lesion edge sharpness with p = 0.291). Image

artefacts were also less likely to occur with GRASP. Differences in motion, aliasing and truncation were mainly significant, but

pulsation and fat suppression were comparable. In addition, the contrast-to-noise ratio of E was significantly better than that of D

(pD-E < 0.001).

Conclusions High temporal and spatial resolution can be obtained synchronously using a GRASP-VIBE technique for perfusion

evaluation in head and neck MRI.

Key Points

• Golden-angle radial sparse parallel (GRASP) sampling allows for temporally resolved dynamic acquisitions with a very high

image quality.

• Very low-contrast structures in the head and neck region can benefit from using the GRASP sequence.

• Inline-image reconstruction of dynamic and static series from one single acquisition can replace the conventional combination

of two acquisitions, thereby saving examination time.
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Abbreviations

CCA Common carotid artery

CNR Contrast-to-noise ratio

CS Compressed sensing

DCE Dynamic contrast-enhanced

GRASP Golden-angle radial sparse parallel

LSM Levator scapulae muscle

SNR Signal-to-noise ratio

STATIC Static reconstruction of GRASP technique

TWIST Time-resolved angiography with interleaved sto-

chastic trajectories

VIBE Volumetric interpolated breath-hold examination

Introduction

Perfusion MRI has become increasingly important in

distinguishing malignant from benign lesions, particularly in

the head and neck region [1, 2]. The problem of dynamic

contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI is that there is a trade-off be-

tween high temporal or high spatial resolution. Fast signal

intensity changes must be observed in a short time during

the passage of the contrast agent, but anatomical information

has to be sufficiently detailed to evaluate the location in rela-

tion to the surrounding tissues. Therefore, conventional per-

fusion protocols in head and neck MRI include a temporally

resolved DCE sequence with rather poor spatial resolution

during contrast injection and a subsequent spatially resolved

acquisition [3]. The disadvantage of the frequently used

Cartesian T1-weighted sequences with fat suppression is that

they provide either high temporal or high spatial resolution.

Hence, a compromise of intermediate temporal and spatial

resolution is often selected for DCE sequences in a routine

clinical setting [4, 5]. Compressed sensing (CS) techniques

recently opened up several opportunities for accelerating

MRI [6, 7]. One approach of CS is the radial sampling of k-

space. In comparison to standard sampling of k-space, where

the data is sampled on a Cartesian grid, radial sampling gen-

erates data points that do not fit into a rectangular matrix. This

radially acquired data has to be morphed into a Cartesian

matrix during post-processing.

Winkel et al showed that CS radial sampling perfusion

MRI is able to improve diagnostic accuracy in prostate cancer

when combined with diffusion-weighted imaging sequences

[8]. In addition, Feng et al in their conceptional study using

iterative golden-angle radial sparse parallel (GRASP) MRI

proved a high level of clinical performance and flexibility

because of ruggedness to motion by simultaneous acquisition

of high spatial and temporal resolution [9].

Recently, a commercially available GRASP sequence with

automated post-processing on the MRI console was released,

meaning that implementation of this relatively new technolog-

ical approach into a clinical workflow now seems achievable.

Our aim in this study was to evaluate whether the simulta-

neous acquisition of high spatial and temporal resolution is

feasible by GRASP implementation into clinical head and

neck protocols. Conventional techniques served as a reference

for our non-inferiority hypothesis, which stated that image

quality from a single GRASP acquisition can be comparable

with the two previously established measurements.

Materials and methods

Intra-patient comparison

During the study conception, a sample size calculation was

performed after evaluation of the first ten patients following a

non-inferiority hypothesis for overall image quality and a de-

sired statistical power of 95%. Exclusion criteria were general

contraindications for an MRI examination (i.e. non-MRI con-

ditional pacemaker, non-medical metal fragments or implants,

claustrophobia), contraindications for intravenous contrast

agent injection (prior allergic reactions, high-grade renal in-

sufficiency) or a refusal to participate. From May 2018 to

January 2019, a total of 58 patients with indications for head

and neck MRI were included and consecutively scheduled on

a 3.0-T MRI system (Magnetom Vida, Siemens Healthcare

GmbH) for the intra-patient image evaluation (Fig. 1). The

study complies with the Declaration of Helsinki, institutional

review board approval was obtained, and all patients gave

their informed consent in writing.

Inter-patient comparison

An intra-individual comparison of DCE sequences with repet-

itive contrast agent injections is not justifiable due to ethical

reasons. Moreover, it is unlikely that DCE with repetitive

contrast injections would provide comparable results, because

of the contrast-saturated interstitial space left over from the

previous exam. Therefore, in order to obtain also a dynamic

comparison between A, B and C, an additional inter-patient

evaluation was performed. From September to December

2019, consecutive patients were randomised to examinations

using sequence B or C as the DCE sequence (Fig. 1).

The exclusion criteria and ethical considerations

remained the same.

MRI technique

All patients underwent contrast-enhanced imaging on a 3.0-T

MR scanner using a 64-channel head and neck coil. Pre-

contrast series were obtained following the institutional refer-

ence protocol. Bodyweight-adapted (0.01 mmol/kg body

weight) doses of gadobutrol contrast agent (Gadovist, Bayer)

were administered at 2 ml/s using a dedicated power injector
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(Accutron MR3, Medtron AG), followed by a 30 ml saline

flush (0.9%) administered with the same injection speed. The

golden-angle radial sparse parallel (GRASP) technique

(Siemens Healthcare GmbH) was applied to a transversal

T1-weighted volume-interpolated gradient-echo perfusion se-

quence (VIBE), which was started 8 s prior to contrast injec-

tion (A). Golden-angle ordering means that each spoke is

incremented by 111.25°, which is 180° divided by the golden

ratio (approximately 1.62) [10]. A total of 135 reconstructed

picture series were obtained for each patient with the mini-

mum temporal offset available (2.5 s) over 338 s of total ac-

quisition time (TR 4.09 ms, TE 1.95 ms, flip angle 12°, band-

width 500 Hz/pixel).

Voxel size was adapted to the institutional T1-weighted fat-

saturated reference sequence after contrast injection (0.94 ×

0.94 × 3.00 mm), which is comparable with datasets in the

literature [8]. The inline-image reconstruction technique pro-

vides one series (E) of averaged contrast information over the

entire acquisition duration (STATIC, Siemens Healthcare

GmbH) and a stack of series for every point in time of the

dynamics (135 series in one stack, A). Additional transversal

sequences using the conventional technique were subsequent-

ly acquired with matching temporal resolution (B), with a

trade-off in parameters between temporal and spatial resolu-

tion (C) and with matching spatial resolution (D). Detailed

sequence information is given in Table 1. Sequences B and

Table 1 Technical parameters of

the study (A) and reference se-

quences (B–D). Reconstructed

image series and total acquisition

time of sequences B and C refer to

the intra-patient comparison

A B C D E

Sampling GRASP Cartesian Cartesian Radial GRASP

Temporal resolution (s) 2.5 2.5 7.0 145.0 338.0

In-plane resolution (mm) 0.94 × 0.94 1.88 × 1.88 1.30 × 1.30 0.94 × 0.94 0.94 × 0.94

Slice (mm) 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

Reconstructed image series 135 3 3 1 1

Repetition time TR (ms) 4.09 4.18 4.18 4.09 4.09

Echo time TE (ms) 1.95 1.6 1.77 1.95 1.95

Flip angle (deg) 12 12 12 12 12

Total acquisition time (s) 338 8 21 145 338

Bandwidth (Hz/pixel) 501 501 501 501 501

Fig. 1 Flowchart of study design. Golden-angle radial sparse parallel (GRASP), volumetric interpolated breath-hold examination (VIBE), dynamic

contrast-enhanced (DCE)
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Cwere run over a period of three images (8 and 21 s) for intra-

individual comparison, and over a period of 338 s for inter-

individual comparison.

Image evaluation

Two experienced radiologists (5 years’ and 10 years’ experi-

ence, respectively) evaluated the subjective image quality as

overall diagnostic image quality, soft tissue edge sharpness,

soft tissue contrast, vessel edge sharpness, vessel contrast,

lesion edge sharpness and lesion contrast. Artefacts were di-

vided into sequence-dependent artefacts such as truncation,

aliasing or insufficient fat suppression, as well as patient-

dependent artefacts such as pulsation artefacts of blood ves-

sels or motion artefacts, e.g. swallowing movements. Overall,

anatomical and pathological image quality parameters were

rated on a 5-point Likert scale, as shown in Table 2.

Subjective image quality was assessed for the intra- and

inter-individual comparisons, while objective image quality

was assessed for the intra-individual comparisons.

The objective image quality was assessed as signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) between

the left common carotid artery (CCA) and the left levator

scapulae muscle (LSM) in the image series with high spatial

resolution (D and E) following Eqs. 1 and 2:

SNR ¼ MeanCCA=NoiseLSM ð1Þ

CNR ¼ MeanCCA−MeanLSMð Þ=NoiseLSM ð2Þ

Signal intensities were measured by placing regions of in-

terest as shown in Fig. 2.

Statistics

All statistical tests were performed using SPSS, Version 21

(IBM). Values are presented as mean and standard deviation if

normally distributed, and as median and range if not. A non-

parametric Friedman test with post hoc tests (Dunn-

Bonferroni test) was performed in order to compare the tem-

porally resolved image series (A–C), and a non-parametric

Wilcoxon rank-sum test was performed to compare the spa-

tially resolved image series (D and E). Inter-patient evaluation

was performed using a Kruskal-Wallis test. p values below

0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.

Results

Intra-patient comparison

The sample size calculation required a minimum of 47 pa-

tients, so our sample size of 58 patients was adequate. The

mean age of the 58 patients (36 female and 22 male) was 53

(ranging from 19 to 86 years). The median of injected contrast

agent was 8 ml (range 6–15 ml) per patient. The indication for

Table 2 Detailed evaluation

criteria for each image evaluation

parameter

Parameter Score Criteria

Overall image quality 1 Unevaluable

2 Limited diagnostic information

3 Acceptable diagnostic information

4 Adequate diagnostic information

5 Definite diagnostic information

Soft tissue/vessel edge sharpness 1 No margins to surrounding tissues

2 Doubtful margins

3 Blurred margins

4 Sharp margins

5 Very sharp margins

Soft tissue/vessel contrast 1 No contrast

2 Doubtful contrast

3 Slight contrast

4 Good contrast

5 Significant contrast

Artefacts 1 Very strong artefacts

2 Strong artefacts

3 Medium artefacts

4 Small artefacts

5 Negligible artefacts
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the procedure was for differential diagnosis of suspicious le-

sions in 43 patients (74.1%) and follow-up after surgical re-

section in 15 patients (25.9%). Pathologic lesions were found

in all of the study examinations, 40 patients (69%) had a single

lesion and 18 patients (31%) had multiple lesions. However,

malignant lesions were found in only nine patients (16%). In

each case, only the main lesion was evaluated. The median

lesion size was 2 cm (range 0.6–4.7 cm), and scar tissue was

considered as a non-measurable lesion. A surgical resection of

the lesions was performed in 25 patients following an inter-

disciplinary board decision. The histopathological results are

shown in Table 3. In 86% of cases, the MRI findings were

consistent with the histological findings. The sensitivity

(100%) and specificity (89%) for the differentiation of malig-

nant and benign lesions were either comparable with or slight-

ly superior to the values in the literature [11–14].

Discrepancies between the MRI findings and the histological

analysis were found in two cases, where two adenomas had

been wrongly classified as malignant tumours.

Inter-patient comparison

An interim evaluation was performed after inclusion of 12

patients who have had a DCE examination using series B,

and 14 patients who have had a DCE examination using series

C. The overall image quality of the GRASP-VIBE sequence

was significantly better compared with both, B (p < 0.001)

and C (p < 0.001). These clear differences confirmed the

int ra- individual evaluat ion (see a lso Elect ronic

Supplementary Material). H; hence, the additional inter-

patient study was discontinued for ethical reasons.

Image quality

The inter-observer agreement was good (overall κ = 0.76, range

0.68–1.00). The three temporally resolved datasets were signif-

icantly different for the overall image quality and for all of the

anatomical and pathological evaluations (p < 0.001).The

highest ranks and almost always excellent ratings were obtained

for A (Table 4). All post hoc comparisons were significantly

different, and highest rank differences were found for overall

image quality (pA-B and pA-C < 0.001), soft tissue edge sharp-

ness (pA-B and pA-C < 0.001) and vessel edge sharpness (pA-B
and pA-C < 0.001). Differences in contrast (soft tissue, vessel

and lesion) were also significant, but with lower rank differ-

ences (pA-B and pA-C < 0.001). The clinically established trade-

off sequence (C) was ranked between A and B in all categories.

Motion artefacts and truncation artefacts were significantly

less prominent in A (pA-B and pA-C < 0.001). Aliasing artefacts

in the GRASP acquisition (A) were comparably frequent as in

B (pA-B = 0.414) and not as prominent but were significantly

more frequent compared with C (pA-C < 0.001). Artefacts of fat

suppression (pA-B = 0.564 and pA-C = 0.317) had no significant

difference. Neither A, B nor C had any pulsation artefacts. All

cases of limited fat suppression were detected in the shoulder

area. Examples for dynamic contrast perfusion measured with

A–C are shown in the supplemental digital material.

Differences between the static reconstruction of the

GRASP sequence (E) and the spatially resolved reference

(D) were small but statistically significant for most of the

evaluated criteria, with higher ranks for E. The overall image

quality, contrast (soft tissue, vessel, lesion) and most artefacts

(motion, aliasing, truncation, fat suppression) were rated as

significantly better (pD-E < 0.001) in the study sequence

(Fig. 3). The differences between soft tissue edge sharpness

and vessel edge sharpness were slightly less but were still

significant (pD-E < 0.002). Lesion edge sharpness was also

comparable (pD-E = 0.291) and neither D nor E had any pul-

sation artefacts (pD-E = 1.000). All median values of the sub-

jective image quality evaluation and all p values of the intra-

patient comparison are provided in Table 4, with image ex-

amples shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Example pictures of one pa-

tient with optimal windowing for each sequence (A–E) as well

as with identical windowing for each sequence (A–E) are

shown in Fig. 6.

The objective image quality of E was significantly better

than of D (pD-E < 0.001). The median SNR was 200 (range

Table 3 Histopathological

results of lesions resected

based on the basis of the

MRI findings

Histopathology n = 25

Adenoma of the parotid gland 11

Carcinoma 6

Warthin tumour 3

Cyst of the parotid gland 2

Reactive lymph node (benign) 2

Lymphoma 1

Fig. 2 Series of averaged contrast information over the entire acquisition

duration (E) with regions of interest in the left common carotid artery

(CCA) and levator scapulae muscle (LSM) to calculate the image contrast
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58–823) in D and 415 (range 124–2904) in E, while the me-

dian CNR was 135 (range 36–586) in D and 273 (range 81–

1986) in E.

Discussion

Dynamic and static reconstructions from GRASP-VIBE ac-

quisitions provided equal or even superior image quality in

comparison with the conventional technique. The intra-

individual results of this study are confirmed by the inter-

individual assessment, which was terminated due to highly

significant and ethically unjustifiable differences in the inter-

im evaluation. Dynamic GRASP reconstructions can substan-

tially improve image quality in low-contrast structures like the

soft tissues of the head and neck region. This could potentially

also favour the diagnostic accuracy of low-contrast lesions,

which hence should be systematically evaluated in further

controlled studies. We also found improved image quality in

the static reconstructions of GRASP acquisitions (E) when

compared with the conventional technique with a similar vox-

el size (D). This could be caused by a combination of a higher

signal due to longer acquisition, lower noise due to CS and

improved contrast due to first-pass acquisition of the contrast

agent. This was particularly beneficial in cases of soft tissue,

vessel and lesion contrast. To our knowledge, no previous

study has compared this static reconstruction from the

GRASP acquisition. Our results, therefore, contribute to en-

rich the knowledge surrounding the diverse benefits from

combining CS and golden-angle radial sampling beyond the

current state of the literature [2]. The improved image quality

of DCE reconstructions from GRASP acquisitions in the head

and neck region is in good agreement with studies from other

regions such as the head, lungs, breast or liver [15–18]. For

example, Sen et al demonstrated that the localisation of

macroadenomas of the pituitary gland can be improved, which

Table 4 Median values of subjective image quality evaluation and p values for the relevant comparisons. Range is shown in brackets; significant values

are presented in italics

A B p (A–B) C p (A–C) D E p (D–E)

Overall image quality 5 (3–5) 2 (2–3) < 0.001 3 (3–4) < 0.001 4 (3–5) 5 (3–5) < 0.001

Soft tissue edge sharpness 5 (3–5) 2 (2–3) < 0.001 3 (3–4) < 0.001 4 (3–5) 4 (3–5) < 0.002

Soft tissue contrast 4 (3–5) 4 (2–5) < 0.001 4 (2–5) < 0.001 4 (3–5) 5 (4–5) < 0.001

Vessel edge sharpness 5 (4–5) 2 (2–3) < 0.001 3 (3–4) < 0.001 4 (3–5) 4 (3–5) < 0.002

Vessel contrast 5 (4–5) 3 (2–4) < 0.001 4 (3–5) < 0.001 4 (3–5) 5 (5) < 0.001

Lesion edge sharpness 5 (2–5) 3 (1–3) < 0.001 3 (1–4) < 0.001 5 (1–5) 5 (3–5) 0.291

Lesion contrast 5 (1–5) 4 (1–5) < 0.001 4 (1–5) < 0.001 4 (1–5) 5 (1–5) < 0.001

Motion artefacts 4 (3–5) 4 (3–5) < 0.001 4 (2–5) < 0.001 4 (3–5) 4 (4–5) < 0.001

Aliasing artefacts 4 (3–4) 4 (2–4) 0.414 4 (4) < 0.001 4 (2–5) 4 (4–5) < 0.001

Truncation artefacts 4 (4–5) 4 (2–5) < 0.001 4 (3–5) < 0.001 3 (3–4) 4 (4–5) < 0.001

Pulsation art facts 5 (4–5) 5 (3–5) 0.368 5 (3–5) 0.368 5 (5) 5 (5) 1.000

Fat suppression artefacts 4 (3–5) 4 (3–5) 0.564 4 (3–5) 0.317 4 (2–5) 4 (2–5) < 0.001

A dynamic GRASP reconstructions, B temporally resolved reference, C trade-off with intermediate temporal and spatial resolution,D spatially resolved

reference, E static GRASP reconstruction

Fig. 3 Aliasing artefacts are more

intense in (a) compared with the

static GRASP reconstruction (b)
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is a very important preoperative step [15]. Rosenkrantz et al

also demonstrated improvements in image quality and lesion

depiction of DCE-GRASP [19]. According to Heacock et al,

GRASP DCE-MRI has a near comparable performance with

conventional VIBE imaging for breast lesion evaluation,

which is also in line with our findings [17].

Additionally, functional assessment such as the evaluation

of tumour angiogenesis in lung cancer was shown by Chen

et al [20]. Extended benefits like the functional assessment for

rectal cancer, as shown by Attenberger et al, could be feasible

for the head and neck region as well and should be evaluated

in further studies with histopathological correlations [21]. The

GRASP-VIBE sequence was also consistent with regard to

the number of artefacts. None of the observed artefacts affect-

ed the assessment in the relevant regions. Minor aliasing arte-

facts were found in all sequences, but in different spreads. The

GRASP technique had typical wraparound aliasing arte-

facts of radial and spiral sampling with curvilinear

stripes, whereas the Cartesian sequences had the typical

aliasing of rectilinear scanning. The GRASP technique

exhibited very few motion artefacts, which correlates

with the study results of Riffel et al [22].

GRASP-VIBE is assessed as a single acquisition, while

conventional techniques require two separate acquisitions to

obtain high temporal and spatial resolution. Hence, a single

GRASP sequence could also replace the traditional combina-

tion of series, as demonstrated in the “one-stop-shop” ap-

proach of Riffel et al for the kidneys. The relatively long

reconstruction time of around 5 min may reduce this benefit,

but the mere time of measurement with the patient in the

scanner could be reduced by around 2 to 3min. The maximum

temporal resolution of the GRASP technique of 2.5 s is also

comparable or even higher than that of time-resolved MR

angiographies (e.g. TWIST) [23].

Some limitations of this study merit consideration. First,

patients were randomly selected meaning that mixed

Fig. 5 An 86-year-old man with a

histologically proven Warthin tu-

mour in the right parotid gland.

The reconstructed GRASP series

(a) shows a better soft tissue,

vessel and lesion contrast

(arrows) than the VIBE (b) with

matching spatial resolution

Fig. 4 A 56-year-old man with histologically proven parotid adenocarci-

noma. The GRASP acquisition (a: 2.5 s) has a better sharpness of ana-

tomical structures and enhancement of, e.g. mucosal folds when

compared with b (2.5 s) and c (7.0 s). Infiltration of the right pterygoid

muscle and the carotid space is best reproduced in a (arrows)
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pathologies are included in the evaluation of lesion delinea-

tion. The good results, especially for the low-contrast struc-

tures and lesion contrast compared with the conventional tech-

nique, strongly support further studies with dedicated evalua-

tions of pathologies and performance calculation.

Second, for ethical reasons, we were not able to provide an

intra-individual comparison of DCE. Therefore, we had to limit

our systematic evaluation to image quality features, so the influ-

ence of dynamic parameters such as curve analysis remains un-

clear. Following the positive results of Winkel et al [8] for pros-

tate cancer, further studies to evaluate the impact of an improved

temporal resolution of only 2.5 s are also encouraged. Third, the

availability of the GRASP technique is still limited today.

However, we are convinced that the advantages of such four-

dimensional sequences will be used more widely in routine clin-

ical procedures. Fourth, only mainly subjective image features

were evaluated for this study because objective parameters are

limited by comparability between different acquisition tech-

niques. We sought to overcome this limitation with the CNR

and SNR calculations between the carotid arteries and the mus-

cles in D and E. Finally, a large amount of data was created that

required high computational power for post-processing, which

may not yet be available into all radiology departments.

Conclusion

The simultaneous acquisition of high spatial and temporal

resolution is feasible for contrast-enhanced head and neck

perfusion MRI by the application of the GRASP technique.

These four-dimensional sequences are able to increase diag-

nostic image quality and perfusion information, which seems

particularly advantageous in the soft tissues of the head and

neck region. Results can be obtained by inline reconstruction

in the latest scanner generations, making it applicable in rou-

tine clinical workflow.
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